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Senate: Officials got
jobs without a search
By JAMIE RILEY
Staff writer
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Getting in touch with nature
Joel Totman, a sophomore Zoology major, studies plant leaves in the
Life Science Vivarium Tuesday afternoon.

The Faculty Senate Tuesday
announced the names of three
administrators who allegedly were
given their positions by the university without a normal job
search to fill the posts.
The positions, all under Vice
President for Academic Affairs
Robert Kindrick, are the Director
of General Education and Senior
Seminar Stephen Whitley,
Assistant Vice President for
Academic Affairs Cynthia Nichols
and Director of the Honors
Program Herbert Lasky, according
to Faculty Senate members.
Senate Vice Chair Gary Wallace
said the senate gave the names and
positions of two of the people to
Judith Anderson, director of
Affirmative Action and cultural
diversity, five weeks ago, and the
senate has not received word from
her as to the direction of her
investigations.
Chair David Carpenter said
Anderson told him in a phone
conversation last week that she
has completed the investigation,

and is referring her findings to
Kindrick and President Stan
Rives.
Kindrick announced his resignation and relocation, effective
Dec 1., to the University of _
Montana on Sept. 12. The Faculty
Senate gave the names of Nichols
and Whitley to Anderson on Sept.
4. Kindrick denied any connection
between the closeness of the dates.
Carpenter said that in the past
week, he has received at least
three phone calls telling him the
director of the honors program
had been given his job in June of
1990 when the job became full
time. Lasky had previously served
part time in the-same position.
Lasky, while serving as parttime director, also was a full professor in the history department.
He was the only full professor
besides the chair of the department.
'
All administrative positions
must be filled as the result of a
search, according to Eastern's
internal governing policies and
Affirmative Action guidelines,

t Continued on page 2

r controversy: White Student U_
nion cancels first m·eeting_
BRIEN
minute glitch" forced
Union founder Doug
cancei his group's ini'ng scheduled for

night
a last-minute glitch
administration," said
, a senior accounting
was informed that we
ulty adviser, but I had
_ that it wasn't required
the initial meeting. I
got a freebie (meeting)
needed a faculty advishad

been

BSU discusses the White
Student Union. See story,
page 3.
announced in the Daily Eastern
News last week and was scheduled
for 7 p.m. Wednesday at a location
yet to be determined.
Hettinger said he was informed
Tuesday around 11:30 a.m. by the
campus scheduling office that his
reserved room, which he had not
specifically been told he could use,
couldn't be used.
"We had completed the application for recognition by the Student

Activities Office,". he said. "We
·thought everything was taken care
of."
The announcement of the cancelling of the White Student
Union's first meeting was met with
relief and surprise. "He basically
told me that he never meant for it to
get this out of hand," Student Body
President Martha Price said. "It was
just some kind of a hoax that people took offense to."
"It is a surprise and a shame that
he had to go through all of that to
try and discredit the Black Student
Union as an organization," BSU
President Kevin Evans said. "It is
truly a shame. I don't think anyone
expected it turn out a5 a joke."

Hettinger said he hasn't stopped
looking for a faculty adviser, and
his group will press on.
''The rumors about this organization have made it difficult to find a
faculty adviser," said Hettinger,
who claimed to have talked to a
number of faculty members, but
wouldn't give specific names or
numbers of faculty members.
"We are still in search of a faculty adviser so we can be a recognized student organization," he
added. "Until then, I guess in the
eyes of the university we aren't recognized."
In Tuesday's original Campus
Clip, which the News didn't run,
H~ttinger states: "Due to the likeli-

hood of constant outside interference and the prospects of an overly
diverse membership, the WSU has
opted against a weekly meeting format in favor of a trip to beautiful
Forsyth County, Ga., and a periodic
newsletter."
"That (the newsletter) is still in
question and there is no date set
(for the first release)," Hettinger
said. "The trip .to Forsyth County,
Ga., is to attend the Conservative
Student Convention held in late
October.
"We deeply regret cancelling the
meeting," he added. "But it was a
last-minute glitch cancelled on a
technicality."

ersity Board plans to expand entertainment and concerts

definitely trying to
the concert committee
said.
said there will not be a
homecoming, but there
concert corning up in
of October.
planning one (home)," Dotson said. "I
ted one, but with the
and game it would just
in one day."
er, we are looking at one
around the 27th," he

added.
"The concert will be on a
Sunday, so it'll be interesting to see
how that will turn out," DotsoIJ,
said.
Although Dotson would not
release the names of the music
groups being considered for the
Fall concert, he did give an idea of
what type of a band the committee
is looking at.
"We're working on it right now,"
he said. "We're waiting on confirmation from the band. It'll be an
up-and-coming band, probably an
alternative group."
Dotson said the concert would be
on a small scale in the Grand
Ballroom of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union, and tickets for the concert would be kept
relatively cheap.
"Tickets will probably be from

$3 to $5 - really cheap and reasonable," Dotson said. "We'd like to
give students something back."
Like last year, the concert committee again has planned a concert
for entertainment on .Parents
Weekend.
"It'll be the Temptations with
(comedian) Barber and Seville,"
Dotson said.
"Right now we're waiting for the
contract to get back, but as of now,
that's who we plan to have."
Dotson said parents should have
received information in the mail
regarding the concert and ticket
prices.
"If they haven't received it they
should in a week or two," Dotson
said.
The Temptations will be performing in Lantz Gymnasium on
Nov. 16. "We hope to almost sell

out this year," Dotson said.
The committee already has concerts for the spring semester in the
planning stages, and hopes to have
more than just one.
"For the spring we'll have the
one in April and I'd like to try to do
two more," Dotson said. "We'll try
to have one in January and one in
February."
"I'd really like to get the use of
O'Brien Stadium for an outdoor
concert because it would bring in
big-name performers," Dotson said.
'The facilities used in the past don't
accommodate the equipment of
big-name entertainers."
According to Dotson, the problem encountered in the past with
using O'Brien Stadium for a concert was the amount of money it
would take to build a stage for the
performer.

"It would take too much money
to build a special wooden platform
needed for the stage," Dotson said.
"I think damage to the field was
also a concern."
Dotson said the committee is trying to do more in the way of concerts for Eastern's students.
"I'd like to do more for the students," Dotson said. "I like to get a
top-name performers."
Dotson also mentioned that ushers are needed for the upcoming
concerts, and anyone interested can
contact him or stop by the copunittee 's regular weekly meeting on
Thursday night in the student government office on the second floor
of the union.
"I'd prefer they contact me, but
they can just show up at the meeting," Dotson said.
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exist within the procedures, it
"affects not only academic affairs,
but every department on campus,"
and that at the time of Whitley's
promotion, many other administrative upgradings were taking place
under virtually every vice president
Faculty Senate members emphasiz.ed the fact that the people in the
positions are not to blame. "The
important thing here is the process
and not the individuals. The individual is being compromised by the
administration," Carpenter said.
Under the suggestion of senate
member Laurent Gosselin, the
Faculty Senate will invite Anderson
to discuss these hirings with the
senate as soon as possible.
Nichols said she had no comment on the subject. Anderson,
Lasky, and Whitley could not be
reached for comment Tuesday
night.
Before the senate discussed the
.alleged improper hirings, they went
into executive session to deal with a
confidential memo from Rives concerning the president's appointment
to the position of acting vice president for academic affairs, the position Kindrick will vacate on Dec. 1.

Carpenter said.
When reached Tuesday night,
Kindrick said he would have no
comment on the individual cases.
''That situation is being investigated
by the Affirmative Action director
and she will be discussing the matter with the Faculty Senate and
President Rives. It would be inappropriate for me to make any comments at this time," he said, adding
that once Anderson shares her findings, he will be happy to answer
any questions about individual
searches.
,
Kindrick did say he believed all
three hirings were proper, and all
three individuals were employed by
Eastern previous to attaining their
present positions. "The title
changes were the result of administrative upgrades," he said, adding,
'The administrative upgrades were,
as far as I know, in complete compliance with (Board of Governors)
and Eastern guidelines. If there
were problems in the procedures,
they are pervasive in the university."
Kindrick said if any problems

Carpenter said the senate will not
object to the appointee named by
Rives in the memo, but due to the
confidentiality of the subject, the
discussion was held behind closed
doors. Rives will announce later
this week who he has appointed as
acting vice president for academic
affairs.
One of the leading candidates for
the interim position was Dean of
Applied Sciences Barb Hill, according to sources who wish to remain
anonymous.
Also at the meeting, the Faculty
Senate appointed Carpenter and
senate member Ed Marlow to the
search committee being formed to
find a replacement for Vic Robeso~.
director of the physical plant
Robeson resigned as director of
the physical plant allegedly under
pressure from the administration
Sept 17.
In other business, the Faculty
Senate heard a report from a subcommittee dealing with the Master
Plan, which is a mutli-phase plan to
improve Eastern. The committee
reported on the inventory and analysis phase of the plan.
In the inventory and analysis

stage, all buildings on campus were
evaluated. 'The concern I had was
that it was never made clear who
evaluated the buildings," said
Marlow, adding that it was never
made clear whether the evaluations
were done by an outside company,
by the university engineer or by
administration.
Also, the committee said none of
the buildings were evaluated as far
as handicap accessibility. Senate
members said few of the buildings
on campus are readily accesible to
people in wheelchairs.
'This campus is so inaccessible,
if I were handicapped, I wouldn't
come· near the place," said senate
member Marietta Deming.
According to Bill Miller, the university is currently in compliance
with all handicapped .accessibility
regulations, but as of 1992, when
the second phase of the American
Disability Act takes affect, Eastern
will no longer be in compliance.
Senate members Craig Eckert,
Miller and Marlow will present a
statement on handicap accessibility
at Eastern at the next senate meeting.
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FOOD SPECI
Grilled Pork Tenderi

Basket

$3.75
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Professor

Lelnenkugel's Pitch
$3.00

• From page one
he filled ·out the forms in behalf of the counseling center, and he took them to a psychiatrist," said Hulin. "The pyschiatrist signed and
submitted the forms ... and the bill \\'.as paid.
The pyschiatrist is not affiliated with the center."
Holt, who is a licensed psychologist by the
state of Illinois, is not entitled to be reim-

bursed by Public Aid, Hulin said. A psychologist, who only has a doctorate degree, cannot
receive Medicaid unless working under supervision by a physician.
Fred Yaffe, psychology department chair,
said Holt's status is unknown as far as teaching next semester. " I have no idea," Yaffe
said. "He's a full-time professor who's been

Billiard Bar
Restatrant

O PEN
Daily 11-2

345-7:~::;:C~~~~~_i~::~J;

Open

with the department for close to 20 years."
Currently Holt is teaching his normal class
load, Yaffe said.
The Dec. 27 sentencing will be before Chief
Judge Harold Baker in the U.S. District Court
in Danville.
At presstime, Holt could not be reached for
comment.

Kitchen Hours
. Mon.-Fri. 11 a.m .-9 p .m.
Sat. 11 a.m. - 3 p .m .

lllJ

Bar Hours

Sat. 11 a.m .- la.m .

Don't Want It?

SELL IT!
Use The Daily Eastern N
Classifieds!

I

. or
Giant Chef Salad $2.25
20 oz. Premium Beer $1.50

Send
your Sweetie a

(Killian 20¢ extra)

Premium Pitchers $2.90 (50 oz.)
Stoli & Mixer $2.10
(Ladies) Wine Cooler $1.75
Pool is 50¢ per hour
ALL DAY & ALL NIGHT (New Cloth)
Slices $1 After 9 PM
Live DJ "TOP CAT"

NO COVER!
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memorable.
Love Romeo

A
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B

"A"

Love is only chatter,

As long as

Friends are all that
matter.

you're he
my heart

always ch

Jenny

LoveJ

•"

, ... ,
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slices Dutler's request to $24,788
utler's request of over
from
the
ion was lowered to
d then tabled by the
their regular meeting
"ght.
the director of intrasports, originally
the AB with a figure
2 to purchase adminisrecreational equip.the newly completed
· n addition to Lantz
ever, after some disore the AB, Dutler
bargained for the sigower amount.
the equipment Dutler
the "highest priority
a photocopier, comlarger storage capace advanced design
as well as more than
advertising money.
area that Dutler con. h priority was $860
collared-type golf
ec Center employees
d use them as unir explained that the
Id make Rec Center
more easily identifisaid they "would be
g to raise the selfthe workers.
em aside, AB chair
aluso didn't buy the

for achievement only. So I think
this is prohibited by our
bylaws."
Dutler bargained for a few
other items as well.
One bargain came by settling
for a cheaper computer system
with similar capabilities as the
computers the student senate
currently uses. Earlier Dutler
asked for a $8,000 system
including a laser printer and
software. But at Tuesday's
meeting he proposed using a
-Zeni th system similar to the
Senate's that cost $4,316.
"Basically its the same thing
as before, its just $3,000 cheaper," Dutler said.
In addition, Dutler told the
AB his original estimate for a
$750 Dot matrix printer was a
little high. The amended price
was whittled to $480.
However, the brunt of discussion centered around a proposal
to buy an Olympia photocopier
·for $3,300 since the old copier
was outdated.
"Our current copier is nearly
three years old. It's really slow,
(and) you can't reduce or
enlarge," Dutler said.
'
Dutler and Macaluso are ·
going to meet later in the week
to discuss a cheaper copier systern for the Rec Center.
A few of the items eliminated
from the request included a
tiered display rack, $210; a Bose
portable sound system, $830;
and $4,500 from an original
estimate on a separate sound
system,
Instead Dutler decided to go
with a cheaper portable sound

system to be used in aerobics
classes. The revised $2,500 systern would still include a cassette deck, 1,000 watt power
amp, a pre amp, speakers with
15 inch woofers and two wireless microphones for .the _instructors.
Currently, said Chuck Prince,
Dutler's assistant, instructors in
the 10 aerobics classes use small
boom boxes which are in short
supply.
In other business, AB members gave the OK to Elecia
Dexter, the Human Potential
Coordinator, for financing a
one-man play of Martin Lutper
King Jr. 's life, which is to .be
performed by Craig Edwards.
But they then tabled a request
by Dexter for $1,000 in "Human
Potential Diversity Grants" to be
used as grants for promoters
looking for funding of programs
that promote cultural diversity
awareness.
AB members also allocated
student fees to:
• The Student Senate for a
$2,900 computer system .
•The University Board to pay
$202 to printers to run off 1,000
more copies of the UB Eventsful
Calendar/Newsletter.
• The UB to purchase a new
$4,302 tent which would replace
the old tent that is used for elections twice a year, HomecomiiJ.g
and rented out to various groups
throughout the year.
.
The AB will meet again next
week to discuss and vote on the
Rec Center's proposal of
$24,788 for new equipment.

ent Senate amendment includes waiver
ent Senate constituendment and bylaw
y add the position of
staff to the executive
becoming an elected
giving the executive
full tuition waiver.
posed change would
position open to all
who want to run in the

sition is now appointe student body presithe speaker of the senoted on by two-thirds
te, said Blake Wood,
nate will meet at 7
dnesday in the Tusla Room of the Mar-

compensated for a maximum of problems with the approval of
48 hours per month at $4.25 an the amendment.
hour.
In other business, according
In accordance with the pro- to a proposed bylaw change,
posed bylaw the chief of staff the senate hopes to continue to
would act as the student gov- create awareness on campus
ernment secretary, liaison bet- issues by appointing senate
ween the executive and legisla- members to various organizative branches of the senate and tions as liaisons.
public relations director of the
Although the senate already
.has liaisons with the Residence
student government.
Also, he would be required Hall Association, Black
to act as the senate librarian, Student Union, Hispanic
parliamentarian and serve on Student Union, Panhellenic
all standing committees as an Council and Interfraternity
ex-officio member to represent Council, the bylaw change
the concerns of the senate would provide smaller organibefore any official university zations with senate member
liaisons, Wood said.
body or administrator.
Organizations such as busiThe bylaw change would not
go into effect until the spring ness and service fraternities
election, making fhe current and sororities and social greek
Chief of Staff Brett Gerber, bodies would be appointed a
adhere to the current constitu- senate liaison that they could
refer to for problems or question, Wood said.
Wood does not forsee any tions, Wood added.

DAN KOONCE /Photo editor

Stretch for it
Travis Gholson, a junior Zoology major, reaches for a frisbee thrown
by Mary Holsher, a sophomore Music Education major, on the Library
Quad Tuesday afternoon for their Introduction to Fine Arts class.

Attendance policy revised
By TYLER PIERCE
Staff writer

The Council on Academic
Affairs recently re-established
the guidelines for Eastern's student attendance policy, which
had become unclear when
Assistant Dean of Student
Personnel Services James Johnson retired this year.
Since Johnson's position at
Eastern was eliminated when he
retired, Vice· President for
Student Affairs Glenn Williams
inherited the task of dealing with
student absences.
Under the old policy, Johnson
would receive an excuse from a
student who had missed classes.
Johnson would then write a note
. to faculty members verifying
that he had talked to the student
and describe the student's excuse
to that instructor.
The instructor could then ·
decide whether the excuse was
legitimate or not.
Williams said he now has two
specific duties concerning the
attendance policy.
If a student has an emergency
that warrants the missing of
classes, the person can call
Williams, and tell him the student will miss classes. The vice
president will then notify the
student's instructors,
'
"Of course if there's an emergency, the student isn't going to
come back to campus and talk to
all of his instructors, so I notify
them as to why he's out,"

puts White Student Union issue to rest
lack Student Union
y to ·continue their
mecoming events and
them the issue of the
dent Union after the
called off their first
ednesday.
whole situation \)robably
an likely will be coming
lose," said Kevin Evans,
sident.
s said he learned the purof the new group was an

apparent hoax and allegedly an
attempt to make the BSU look
bad. Doug Hettinger, a senior
accounting major, organized the
proposed White Student Union.
"It was senseless in his (Hettinger's) attempt to discredit the
BSU ," Evans said.
Hettinger said Friday that some
BSU members had called and
threatened h\m after he \)romoted
his new group in the Campus
Clips of The Daily Eastern News
two weeks ago.
Hettinger could not be reached

for comment Tuesday night.
Evans said he will write a letter
to the editor to The Daily Eastern
News to explain the whole situation and further clarify the BSU's
position, reaction and purpose as
recognized student organization .
Also at the Tuesday meeting,
the BSU held interviews for coordinate \)Ositions. Evans said selection for new coordinate \)Ositions
will not be announced until later
in the week. Currently, all nine of
the coordinate positions remain
open. Some of the open positions

were for intramurals, fundraising
and the Miss Black EIU Pageant.
The BSU also announced its
participation in the Delta Tau
Delta Big Wheel Contest to be
held at 11 a.m. Saturday in front
of My Place Lounge, 727 7th St.,
and homecoming events such as
fun games and window painting
at the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union. The BSU is
. the host organization of the
homecoming dance and will-provide music and catering at the
event.

Williams said.
"Now whether or not the
instructor accepts that as a valid
excuse is up to the instructor, not
me," he added. "The final decision on what is excused or unexcused has always rested with the
instructor."
CAA Chair Ken Sutton said if
there is a misunderstanding
between a student and a faculty
member, the process of appeals
goes to the department chair and
then to the deans.
Williams' other responsibility
is to locate students who do not
show up for class and inform
them that they are still enrolled
in the class.
"We have a lot of people who
never even show up for class all
semester," Williams said. "They
just never show up."
Williams said students often
think they have dropped classes
until they receive their grades
and find out otherwise.
"So what (faculty members)
do is send me a little card or
note and say (the student) has
not been in the class," Williams
said. "I have a form that is
addressed to the student and I
make a copy of what is sent to
me (from the instructor) on that
form.
"I then send that to the student ·
and notify him that there is a
problem and I also send a copy
to the instructor," he added.
Williams said he believes the
new policy is working well.

Correction
The approximate amount of
money collected at the Delta
Sigma Phi can shake fundraiser
was $800, and there were 40
members that participated,
which is not the entire number
of fraternity members.
The information was incorrectly reported in Tuesday's edition,
The News regrets the error.

)

o:~; Eastern News

For a year in a half now I've
been picking up copies of The
Daily Eastern News. Lots of
people do the same thing, but I
have a particular little system
that I've been following. There's
only one stop in between page
1 and the sports section for me,
you understand.
First I flip to the comics
where I peruse the adventures
of Calvin and Hobbes, which Is

OPINION
page
Editorials represent the opinion
of the editorial board. Columns
are the opinion of the author.
WEDNESDAY•OCTOBER 9• 1991

Handicapped
report is pOsitive
ntove ·by Senate
The Student Senate has taken a positive
step forward in improving Eastern Illinois
University with its unanimous vote on
three resolutions supporting wheelchair
accessibility.
Unfortunately, the important move that
the senate made in helping handicapped
students on campus took a back seat to all
of the controversy surrounding the senate'-s
Oct. 2 confidence vote in favor of Stan
Rives.
On Sept. 26 senate
member Jeff Waldhoff
- - -·- -toured campus during
the regular class day to
see what campus travel is like for students
bound to a wheelchair.
So with help from Sarah Bush Lincoln
Health Center, senate member Amy Smith
and freshman Michele Marlow, an Eastern
student confined to a wheelchair, Waldhoff
set off to find out how accessible Eastern' s
campus was.
What Waldhoff found was a mixed
degree of accessibility in 14 campus buildings. In some he found good accessibility
and poor bathroom facilities and in others
poor accessibility and good bathroom facilities.
Waldhoff was unable to find out anything about McAfee Gym, however,
because he could not find a way into the
building.
However, Waldhoff did not stop there;
he went on to compile a five-page report
that he presented to the senate, and he
wrote three resolutions in support of
increased awareness of accessibility on
campus.
The senate has asked that plans be made
to enhance handicapped accessibility when
existing buildings are renovated, that
copies of the report be placed in Booth
Library .and sent to President Rives and
Glenn Williams, vice president for student
affairs, and that signs be placed in Old
·Main directing students to the building's
elevator.
The News believes that with such important matters now in the hands of the
administration that these issues should not
be set aside. The senate has passed these
issue within its own body with the belief
that it will benefit students.
The senate took the ball; now the
administration has to roll with it.

Editorial

I Inconvenience is
• • for injustice.

'Toon the truth and don't be afraid

no excuse

Jeff Waldhoff
Student Senate member

Rich
Bird

followed by my dally dose of - - - - - - •
liberal laughter in Doonesbury. This Is a major part
of the day, because if all goes well, I hope to be the
guy that pens these little bits of humor someday.
I draw cartoons. I draw a lot of cartoons.
I've been drawing political cartoons since
November of last year (those are the squiggles and
blobs directly underneath this here column). With
that in mind it seems that a few people need to
know a few things before they read any more.
When I started at The News I had drawn only one
political cartoon in my life. Eastern do~sn't offer
Politoon 1000, and I don't seem to remember anything about cartoons in my Introduction to
journalism either. So I never had any real training.
I mustered all of the courage I could find last
year to turn in some work at The News. Thanks to
the advice of Howard Price and the understanding
of Jeff Madsen I got my shot.
Since then I have been giving my opinions in balloons. The best part is when I see someone enjoying my work, either sitting in class and giggling
slightly or having it plastered on their residence
hall doors.
The only downside is when people automatically
condemn me for giving a view they don't believe
In.
"' a
They call screaming at the decibel level of
Motley Crue concert or send letters that are almost
too hot to touch. I've met people for the first time
In local establishments who have greeted me in Ian-

guage too strong for ·e ven the sleaziest dive. Th
criticism is never constructive, but I can't whl
about that now. What lesson should I take from
phone call at 1 :30 a.m. that informs me that I am
racist pig? Do they care that I draw for Mino
Today, or that I've been working with Karen Medi
to design a logo for the Hispanic Student Union?
Whether they think I am trying to destroy t
Affirmative Action program, support an unjust
or condemn it for that matter, it doesn't seem II
I'm ever able to win. 1·thought I could handle a
thing from admini$tration scandal to the end of
Communist party. Yet it never hit me how much
opinions were valued, until I singled out the wr
person at the wrong time.
The pen went dry this week when I thought I
something more than a cartoonist. ·1 tried to
judge and jury over someone I had never even
Eastern placeklcker Jason Caldwell.
Since then I have had the opportunity to talk
his friends, supporters and even his coach. I'm u
to taking on the big boys, like university officl
leaders of foreign countries and even the Presld
of the United States. But they never called.
I learned it was different picking on Cald
who is a student just like myself. Like me, he is
ing to get to class, get some work done and
some fun along the way.
I'm no god, so when I make mistakes I admit
them.
In Tuesday's "Your turn," there was an invita
to myself and Don O'Brien to "get in the ring"
just see how it feels. Hopefully, we can ge
chance to prove that we just don't hide behln
desk, rather we stand behind our names, n
that are read and trusted by close to 10,000 p
everyday.
P.S. Hey Stan, no hard feelings? See you In
funnies.

-Rich Bird is the .a rt director and a guest columnl
for The Dally Eastern News.
·

Your turn

--

Unborn child's
freedom should
also be considered
In response to Mr. Askin's article,
"A frightening scenario of freedom
lost," (Oct. 4) I ask, where is the real
freedom lost. He obviously only considers the freedom of the freedom of
the mother and not of her unborn
child, who would not only lose its
freedom but also its life! Abortion
seems to be an easy alternative
when the unborn child has nothing
to say in its defense.
Worse case scenarios are often
brought up and rightly so because
the real question of abortion lies in
where we draw the line. But what
about the unborn child? Whitt is the
worse case scenario? I would think
imposed death would be an extraordinarily grim picture for it to face.
Mt. Askin doesn't believe government should have the right to make
the decision of abortion for the
mother. Then, does the government
have the right to use my tax dollars
to fund abortions for the poor, as

they do now?
Annie would indeed have a hardship by raising her child, but I believe
killing the child would be an overwhelmingly less desirable choice to
make. There are many alternatives to
"back alley abortions," and often
those alternatives are overlooked or
not understood by an expecting
mother or the general public. I think
education and realization of alternatives would help to solve the dilemma in many cases.
Paul 1.ybarger

Death penalty is
not a viable option

Texas Court of Criminal Ap
found the actions of the police
prosecutors in this case to be ~
Another fact is the death
costs more than life imprison
Studies show that the average
der trial and the first stage of
costs taxpayers $1.8 million than twice as much as it cos
keep a person in prison for
Another tragic injustice is juv
under the age of eighteen are
executed in 25 states here in the
The FBI uniform Crime ~
proves that states who abolis
death penalty show a conside
decrease in murders - an (!.ve~
4.9 murders per 100,()()() popu
compared to states who suppo
penalty - with 7 .4 murders.
no room for ignorance when it'
late to save an innocent life, r
juvenile and spend our tax dol
this form of cruel and unusual
ishment.
The truth does hurt.

Dear editor:
In response to the death penalty
article, it is more than 1·ust an issue of
racism, it is an issue of injustice.
Consider these startling facts: An
average of four innocent people have
been executed for murder in the U.S.
each year since 1900. This past
January Clarance Lee Brandley was
freed by the state of Texas after nine
years on. death row and twic~. cqm;- . . . .
ing within days of execution. The

• • • __ ~. _
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Breakfast at Lanman's? Not quite
years the chamber is holding the
breakfast.
"We feel pretty good about it,"
Residents will get an opportu- Campbell said. "We got a posinity to toast Mayor Wayne Lan- tive response from all council
man and the rest. of the Charles- members. Sometimes their
ton City Council when the schedules don't permit them
Chamber of Commerce hosts an appearing at all time. We're
open breakfast at 7:30 a.m. pleased with their effort and that
Thursday.
they're going to appear."
The meeting, sponsored by the
"I would hope it would stay on
small business committee of the the light side," Dunn said.
chamber, will take place at the "Usually that's what this is - a
Charleston Inn, 920 West discussion of pro and con ideas. I
Lincoln. The cost is $6.50 for hope it will stay on light side;
chamber members and $7.50 for sometimes is gets heated a bit.
the public.
"I think the mayor's done a
"With the small business com- nice job on this," Dunn added.
mittee sponsoring it, it will lean . "A lot of past situations, the
toward that (business-oriented meetings are closed, and I don't
discussion)," said Iris Campbell, think that's right. More of an
executive vice president of the open air and an informal situation
chamber.
is good for us."
"It won't be restricted strictly
Only about 24 tickets have
toward business; we want it to be been sold for the breakfast so far,
a free flow of information be- according to Campbell, who said
tween city councilmen, citizens the goal is to sell about 100 tickand businessmen."
ets.
City commissioners Jim Dunn,
But Campbell said she hopes
Roger Rives, Bruce Scism and numerous tickets would be sold
John Winnett will be on hand at Wednesday as well as at the door
the forum, along with Lanman, Thursday morning.
and each will open with remarks
"We hope to have a series of
followed by questions from the these (breakfasts), depending on
audience.
how the turnout is Thursday,"
This is the first time in two
By CHRIS SEPER

Staff writer

I Pallissard, a senior physical education major, gets ready to
e the football on the Library Quad Tuesday afternoon. The warmer
r temperatures have given rise to more outdoor activities.

e-hour constitution class to be replaced
e political science departhas decided that next
ter will be the last time any
ent can take Constitution
'pies 2011, which partially
es the constitution. requirecourse is a team talk, one
hour course, followed by
onstitution exam, dealing
the U.S. and Illinois Consti-

s.
e new course that will
2011 will take a broader,
interesting view of govern, according to Professor

Andrew McNitt of the political
science department. It will be a
three credit hour class and part of
the new general education
requirements.
"I don't like the (current) 2011
course because I don't like team
teaching. It makes coordination
difficult and consultation hard
between teachers and students,"
said McNitt.
"The enrollments will have 30
to 35 students a class, with intensive writing and smaller classes,"
he added. "It will not only be
more interesting, but will give the
students an opportunity to ask
questions."
According to the old general

education program, all students
must take either political science
courses 2011, 2603, 1153 or a
history course, to meet the
Constitution requirement.
In spring of 1992, the new
option will consist of a history
course, political science 115 3 or
the new class, to meet the Constitution requirement needed for
graduation.
McNitt said he ~hinks the new
change will be better for students.
"Instead of talking about traditions and the presidency, you will
talk about the President. I think
it's a great improvement," he said
as an example.

rority holds annual fundraiser
st Sunday's Phi Sigma
a rock-a-thon for the NaKidney Foundation was a
ing success" according to
ie Dady, public relations
for Phi Sigma Sigma.
mbers of Phi Sigma Sigma,
uding pledges and active
bers, camped out in front of
Charleston Walmart on
In Avenue and asked for
ions, which by the end of
y totaled around $500.
e were extremely impreswith the amount of support
eived," Dady said. "It was

r&

1'11NTHEB

B NITE
LOUNGE

25¢
RAFTS
PEN 8 p.m.

more than we expected."
The rock-a-thon has been an
annual event for Phi Sigma
Sigma at Eastern since the birth
of the sorority on campus in
1985.
The fundraiser is also seen
around the country o'n a national
scale, as all Phi Sigma Sigma
chapters in the United States participate in their own regions of
their home state, Dady said.
All money raised by the sorority chapters is sent to the
National Kidney Foundation,
which uses the funds for their
Kidney Camp, which is a special, fully-paid summer camp for
children with kidney problems

and their families, she added.
Eastern 's chapter of Phi
Sigma Sigma teamed up with
chapters from the University of
Illinois, Western Illinois University and Illinois State University
to raise their funds for central
Illinois.
According to Dady, the sorority was more than happy with the
results.
"The community was fantastiC
about the entire fundraiser,"
Dady said.
"It was nice to see that
Charleston and the Eastern students were so supportive towards
the foundation and what we're
trying to do."

~

345-2466 .

Keynote speaker will discuss
Macbeth Thursday at.Booth
By EVETTE PEARSON
Campus editor

Shakespeare's Macbeth will
come alive Thursday as a
University of Illinois professor
speaks on campus on the contemporary appeal of "Macbeth:
Guilt and the High School
Student" at 7:30 p.m. in the
Booth Library Lecture Hall.
Michael Shapiro will be the
keynote speaker for the event
and will conduct a panel discussion, along with four Eastern faculty members on "The
Origins of Evil in Macbeth,"
which will explore the psychological roots of Macbeth's violent acts.
The panel is slated to speak
Friday in the Buzzard Auditorium.
"This conference is designed
for high school teachers as a
training conference devoted to
Macbeth," said John Kilgore,
professor of Eastern 's English
department.
"In the past, we have dealt
with books such as Chaucer's
'Canterbury Tails' and Twain's
'Adventures of Huckleberry
Finn,"' he added.
Thro~ghout the conference,
several events are open to the

We
Deliver
11 am - 11 pm

general public, for instance,
the keynote address by Shapiro
and comparative screening, the
three different film versions of
Macbeth in the Tarble Arts
Center, along with many other
exciting opportunities, Kilgore
said.
Also on Thursday, there will
be a late showing of the
"Throne of Blood", a Japanese
adaptation of Macbeth, Kilgore
said.
The third annual two-day literature conference is running
in conjunction with an art
exhibit at the Tarble Arts
Center titled "Shakespeare in
Art: Contemporary Explorations."
Shapiro is a visiting scholar
from Miami University of Ohio
and has taught at Cornell
University and at Reading
University in England.
"The first conference, three
years ago, had an enrollment of
about 60 persons, and last year
the enrollment peaked at 95,
but this year only 90 people
are scheduled to attend,"
Kilgore said.
"This is still a good turnout,
but the scheduling of Institute
Day may have been a factor in
the low numbers."

Beer Brat w /fries
$199
$1 25 20 oz. Drafts

CHEESEBURGER, FRIES & 20 OZ. DRINK

$319

Campbell said. "We hope to have
them on a quarterly basis."
"It just gets us out into the
community," Dunn said. "As a
councilman and as a businessman, I tend to stay very, very
busy. A quarterly situation (to
have the breakfasts) is a real
good idea. Plus you get four free
breakfasts."
Members of the community do
get a chance to speak out at the
end of every city council meeting
concerning complaints or ideas
they may have, Dunn added.
Campbell reiterated that the
breakfast was to be an open discussion/update on the latest government activities, and not a
podium for campaigning.
"This is not to be construed as
a forum for councilmen," she
said. "For instance, when city
council members are running for
office, they can have a platform.
It's not intended as that.
"We want to get away~nd
have an open information meeting and have open dialogue
between the community and the
city council."
Tickets are available at the
door or can be reserved at the
Charleston Chamber of Commerce, 501 Jackson Ave.

(lite and genuine)

Tonigl}t: "Red Hot" Wings only $1

Wednesday Only

News, Sports, Editorials, and more,
all the best for you ...
"' • f
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"In White America" starts Wednesday
By CASSIE SIMPSON
Activities editor

The curtain goes up Wednesday for the opening night production of "In White Amer-ica"
on the mainstage of the Doudna
Fine Arts Center.
"It's basically about the struggle of the Black-American society throughout American history," said C.P. Blanchette, the
play's director and associate professor of the theater arts department. The play will begin its 10-

day run at 8 p.m.
According to a release from
the theater department, the play
opened at an off-Broadway theater Oct. 31, 1963, and has won a
Vernon Rice Award for its
author, Martin Duberman, and
another for an actress.
The play, while having many
characters ranging from the
slave-ship days to incidents at
Little Rock, Ark., in the mid
1950's, has only seven actors and
actresses, according to Blanchette.

Starts
4:30
p.m.

"There are seven (actors and
actresses) all together," Blanchette said. "Also appearing (in
the production) is the Unity
Gospel Choir. Three to six members of the choir are there each
night."
Tickets $3 for students with an
ID, $6 for adults and $5 for children and senior citizens. The
ticket office is open from 1 p.m.
until 5 p.m. Monday through
Friday, and one hour before each
performance.

Staff writer

Eastern students currently
have the chance to artistically
express themselves through an
English department publication.
The Vehicle is a student literary magazine that is published at
the end of the fall and spring
semesters, according to Beth
Yates, co-editor of the publication.
The magazine .consists of

poems, creative essays, short stories, photography, art work and
any other kind of creative work,
Yates said. "It is a good opportunity to get works published, and
it gives a student a real sense of
satisfaction to see yourself in
print.
"Any student can submit any
ki.nd of creative work," she
aaded.
A student's work should be
taken into room 308 in Coleman
Hall, and will be evaluated by

the English Honor Society,
Sigma Tau Delta, Yates said.
All entries will remain anonymous while being voted on, and
the entries with the most votes
will then be published, she
added.
The other co-editor of the publication is Matt Kelly, and the
faculty adviser is English
Professor Dana Ringuette.
Submissions for The Vehicle
are due by 4:30 p.m. Friday in
room 308 of Coleman Hall.

WASHINGTON (AP) - with great pain and great anger
Supreme Court nominee Clar- at the injustice which is being
ence Thomas on Tuesday denied perpetrated on him that I ask for
sexually harassing a former aide a delay," Danforth said.
but asked the Senate to delay its
Senate leaders conferred
confirmation vote. An agonized Tuesday evening on how long
Senate appeared likely to put off any delay should last.
the vote to investigate the alleRepublican Leader Bob Dole
gations.
withheld his support for the
Sen. John Danforth, R-Mo., request pending a further vote
said Thomas told him in a tele- · count, but he conceded there
phone call that "I have to might not be enough support for
restore what they have taken confirmation if the Senate voted
from me. I have to appear Tuesday.
Seven of 13 Democrats who
before the appropriate forum
and clear my name." "It is in had announced their support for

Thomas - Alan Dixon of
Illinois, Richard Bryan and
Harry Reid of Nevada, Joseph
Lieberman of Connecticut, J.
James Exon of Nebraska,
Wyche Fowler of Georgia and
Richard Shelby of Alabama all called for a delay in the vote.
If supporters forced a vote,
"this senator would be in a position to vote against the nomination," Bryan said.
Exon said he would either
abstain or vote against Thomas
if the vote were held Tuesday.

Noodle
&. Come In

ALL YOU .CAN POSSIBLY COSU
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I
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•
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Thomas denies harassment of former aide

509 Van Buren Ave.
(one block south of square)
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Annual publication accepts creative works
By LISA MICKELSON ·
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PLEASE PRESENT

WARBLER YEARBOOK
Group Photos
THIS WEEK ONLY!!!
*Let the students know through the yearbook who you are.
~ This is a good way to get your organization's name out.
*Each black and white photo can have up to 40 people and will
fit on 1/3 of a page. The cost for this black & white picture is $55
for 1/3 page, $100 for 2/3 page, $160 for 1 page or $250 for 2 pages.
*Photo shots begin Monday, Oct. 7 - .Friday, Oct. 11 from 5-9 p.m.
in Coleman Hall.
For an appointment or any·questions c~_ll 581-2812 between 9 and 4 p.m.

*REMINDER ---------RETURN YOUR PROOFS*
*If you've received your individual portrait proofs, please return
them as soon as possible to Yearbook Associates.
*The Yearbook Associate portrait photographer will return to campus ·
Oct. 24-25 and Oct. 28-31 for retakes. No charge for retakes
caused by the photographer. Yo.u will be charged another sitting fee if
you would like to try again. WALK-INS WILL BE WELCOME
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COLLEGE OF HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND RECREATION
DIVISION OF RECREATIONAL SPORTS

REC SPORTS SHORTS

Office: Student Recreation Center Lobby

Telephone: 581-2821 or 581-2820

ENTRY DEADLINES
1on1 Basketball (M,W) ....................................................Today
Volleyball (M,W) ................................... Wednesday, October 16
*21 Elimination Basketball (CR) .......... Wednesday, October 16
sketball (CR) .......................................Thursday, October 17 ·
.acquetball Doubles (M,W,CR) .............. Thursday, October 17
Cross Country (M,W) ...............................Tuesday, October 29
Enter "on the spot"

OCTOBER 21-24, 1991

~f."'f::;,\

1 ON 1 BASKETBALL
ens over 6', under 6' and Womens over 5'6" and under 5'6"
Competition. A single elimination tournament will be held.
Games played to 11 baskets and must be won by 2 baskets.
All games will be played Thursday, October 10 in the SRCall registered individuals MUST report to the workers table
before 7 p.m. Entries will be taken ONLY .TODAY from 2
p.m. till close in the Rec Sports Office in the SRC.

----------------------t
VOLLEYBALL

ns and Womens Teams. Teams consist of 6 players with a
roster limit of 12 players. Volleyball will consist of round
robin leagues and a single elimination tournament for the
playoffs. Teams may choose a Monday, Tuesday,
Wednesday, or Thursday league at 7:00, 8:30, or 9:15 p.m.
Additional leagues will be scheduled as needed. Entries will
be taken beginning TODAY from 2-1 p.m. in the SRC
Lobby. Play begins Monday, October 21 in the SRC.
MANAGERS MEETING for Volleyball will be held on
Thursday, October 17 at 6:00 p.m. in the Lantz Club Room.

o

•

-----------------------1

RACQUETBALL DOUBLES
ns, Womens, and Co-Rec Competition. Matches will consist
of the best two out of three games to 15 points - must win by
two. Entries will be taken beginning Thursday, October 1O
from 2-1 Op.m. in the SRC Lobby. 16 matches will be played
every evening. Teams may choose a Monday, Tuesday,
Wednesday, or Thursday League at 6:00 p.m. Play begins
Monday, October 21 in the Lantz Racquetball Courts.

21 ELIMINATION BASKETBALL
rec teams. 2 people per team. Entries will be taken beginning today from 2-1 O p.m. in SRC Lobby. It will consist of a
uble elimination tournament, with each match being the
st 2 out of 3 games in the winners bracket and 1 game in
sers bracket. Shooting will consist of long and short shots.
lay begins Thursday , October 17 in SRC.

NOTICE-VOLLEYBALL TEAMS
of Monday, October 7, Volleyball teams wishing to practice
·n be able to reserve volleyball courts on the Lantz Decks.
Teams may reserve courts in one hour time blocks from 710 p.m., Monday through Thursday, at the Rec. Sports
Office in the SRC. Reservations taken only in person with a
validated student l.D.

-·

The DIVISION OF RECREATIONAL SPORTS is once again participating in TIMEX FITNESS WEEK sponsored by REEBOK.
Each time individuals participate in FITNESS WEEK activities, they
become eligible to receive prizes such as TIMEX AEROBIC or
CROSS TRAINING WATCHES and REEBOK SHOES.
T-SHIRTS, OCEAN SPRAY FRUIT JUICE, and other items will be
given away throughout the week.
All prizes are awarded by a random drawing of all participants for
each even. Prizes will be awarded every day. ·
Individuals may participate in as many activities as they wish, however you may win only o_ne prize during the week.

HOW TO ENTER
_Individuals can choose activities from .the weeks schedule (below).
Enter "on the spot" with a validated student l.D. or Fae/Staff Rec.
card at the location listed with the event. To be eligible for prizes,
individuals must report to the registration table before and after
participation, and must follow the parameters of the event.

All managers in attendance will receive an automatic "win"
for their team. .
MONDAY:
~---C-O_R_E_C_B_A_S_K_E_T_B. A-L-L------1
ms consist of 1Oplayers (5 men, 5 women), with a roster
limit of 20 players (10 men, 10 women). There will be four
10 minute quarters. Men and Women will alternate quarters.
Teams may choose a Monday-Wednesday or TuesdayTUESDAY:
Thursday League at 7:00 or 8:00 p.m. Entries taken begin-_
ning Thursday, October 10 from 2-10 p.m. in the SRC
Lobby. Play begins on Monday, October 21 on the Lantz
main gym floor.
MANAGERS MEETING for Basketball will be held on
Thursday, October 17 at 6:30 p.m. in the Lantz club Room.
all managers in attendance will receive an
. automatic "win"
for their team.

\"'~)

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
BIKE RIDE - 3:00 P.M. 11 MILE RIDE THROUGH
SOUTH-EAST CHARLESTON. Riders must stop
at all check-points to get their card punched. Enter
"on the spot" by the north end of campus pond
between 2:30-3:00 p.m. - event to begin at 3:15
p.m.
LAP SWIM _ 12:00 p.m. - HALF-AN-HOUR SWIM.
Swimmer will "guesstimate" the number of laps
they think they can swim in half-an-hour and they
try to meet their goal. Held in BUZZARD POOL.
2-MILE FUN RUN - 5:00 p.m. - ON Panther "chip
trail". Enter "on the spot" at the campus pond
pavilion between 4:45-5:00 p.m. Event begins at
5 :oo p.m.

WEDNESDAY: POWER WALKING - 12:00 p.m. - walkers will
,
"guesstimate" how many laps they can walk in an
.
hour and see if they meet their goal. Event
held in O'BRIEN STADIUM OUTDOOR TRACK
(rain location - SAC Running Track).
WATER AEROBICS - 5:00-6:00 p.'m. - meet for
normal program. Held at BUZZARD POOL.
THURSDAY:

"WORLDS LARGEST AEROBICS CLASS" - 4:00
p.m. - SAC MAIN GYM FLOOR. All aerobics
classes combined into one. Special T-SHIRTS
to be .given away.
COME JOIN FITNESS WEEK!!!

2 MILE E.l.U. HOMECOMING FUN RUN
The Homecoming Fun Run is open to _all runners, joggers, and
power-walkers. Participants will run on the Panther 2 mile "Chip
Trail" and will be required to stop at four stations along the route
to do ten each of Push-Ups, Sit-Ups, Jumping Jacks, and
Alternating Toe Touches. Entries will be taken until Tuesday,
October 15 at the Rec Sports Office in the SAC Lobby.
Registration fee is $4.00. Events is scheduled for Saturday,
October 19 at 7:30 a.m. All participants must report to the registration table, located in the Campus Pond Pavilion, between
6:45-7:15 a.m. All entries receive a SOUVENIR T-SHIRT after
the run. Make all checks payable to Eastern Illinois University.

r.
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The Daily Eastern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one day's incorrect Insertion. Report errors
immediately at 581-2812.
A corrected ad will appear
in the next edition.
All dassifled advertising
must meet the 2 p.m.
deadline to appear in the
next day's publication. Any
ads processed after 2 p.m.
will be published in the fol1owing days newspaper.
Ads cannot be canceled
after the 2 p.m. deadline.
Classified ads must be
paid in advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
All Advertising submitted to The Daily Eastern
News is subject to approval
and may be revised, rejected, or canceled at any time.
The Daily Eastern News
assumes no liability if for
any reason it becomes necessary to omit an advertisement.
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Dorm size refrigerators and
microwave ovens for rent. Carlyle
Rentals. 820 Lincoln Street. 3487746.
12/6

~N-ee-d.,--a~o-,J=?~C,-al~i~H~IG~H-,O~u-=TPUT

Sound & Light DJ Service.
Dances, parties, weddings, all
occasions. 345-9549.

Now hiring 19 year olds for intermitted part time work on alcohol
issues. $9.00 per hour. Call 3488929.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/14
Help Wanted! Doormen & floor
walkers. Sophomores & Juniors
apply at Roe's Tavern Wed. 10/9
& Thurs. 10/10 3-6 p.m.
,...,.,,,.,..,.,,-~,..,.,...,.-=---,-,-.,.-,,-,=--,-10/10

Fast Easy Income! Earn 1OO's
weekly stuffing envelopes. Send
self-addressed
stamped
envelopes to: Fast income P.O.
Box 641517 Chicago, IL 606641517.
_ _ _ _ _ _ca10/2,4,7,9
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
fisheries.
Earn
$5,000+/month. Free transportation! Room & Board! Over 8,000
openings. No experience necessary. Male or Female. Get the
early start that is necessary. For
employment program call Student
Employment Services at 1-206545-4155 ext. 81.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/11
Monicals is looking for part-time
drivers for pizza delivery. You
must have your own insurance
and be over 18 years. The hours
are for evening weeknights, day
and/or night weekends, and the
hours are extremely flexible.
Apply in person at 909 18th St.
_ Charleston today.
_ _ _ _ _ _ 10/9, 10, 11, 12
NANNIES: Year-long, live-in positions-East Coast. Air Fair, Great
salaries. Fun social activities.
Carefully screened families, personal attention. PRINCETON
NANNY, 301 N. Harrison, #416
Princeton, New Jersey 08540.
(609)497-1195
.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ca10/7,9
Rapidly aging Totally HEALTHFUL Studies Professorette seeks
new path to youth. Can you help
her hide her 40th? Puhleeze?
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/9

NOW HIRING, 4.60/HR., full-time
and part-time developmental
trainers to work with developmentally disabled adults. SOME
FULL-TIME BENEFITS AVAILABLE. Apply in person 738 18th
St.

Sony CD player $50, Advent digital sound processor $!50. Four
auto Bose speakers w/equalizer,
digital radio cassette $200. More
345-7282.
ADOPTION: We are a loving,
married couple who want to adopt
a healthy newborn. Our six year
old adopted daughter would love
a baby sister or brother. Legal
and confidential. Medical, legal
expenses paid. Call collect 217999-2157. Brian and Ann.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/9
ADOPTION: Make our dream
come true. Give your baby a
chance for a wonderful life in a
small town with educated parents, and a loving family nearby.
A new home, financial security,
love, laughter, and a bright future
await a very lucky baby. Call
Nancy and John at (309)6962891 or our attorney, theresa at
(309)686-1089.

Dorm size refrigerator and
microwave for rent. Carlyle
Rentals 820 Lincoln St. 3487746.
=----------12/6
Three bedroom house' and apartment for rent for two people available January 1. Call 345-3059.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/11

Eastern N ews
CLASSIFIED

ACROSS

Ao FORM

Name: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- Address: ______________

2 bedroom, furnished apartment
for 2 people. Includes dishwasher, carpeting, central heat & air.
Close to campus. $220/month per
person. Carlyle Rentals. 3487746.
12/6
"'F-em-al,_e_s_u.,...bl,_e-as_o_r_n_e-ed_,.ed-.,-.-oClose
to campus. Available Jan. 1-Aug.
15. Will accept Jan-May. $135
mo. includes parking and trash.
Call 348-5245.

~

Phone: - - - - - - - -Students D Yes D No
Dates to r u n - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Ad to read:

1 Bactrian
backbreaker?
6 Light source
10 Ruthless ruler
14 Fight site
15 Seed covering
1&A hoop of the
Fifties
17 Resting spots
1a She's in the
h1gh-C areas
19 Dark
20 Make a tentative
assumption
23 Knight or
Kennedy
24 Modernist
25 D . Webster's
adversary
27 Nightmarish
street

--------~1217

Magnavox stereo $30. Realistic
stereo $125. Marantz Equalizer
Amp. $60. Zenith 12" speakers
$15. 348-5460.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1217
1987 Chevette 4 speed AM/FM
cassette, new tires, looks great,
runs good 75,000 miles $2300.00
348-0692.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1217
1968 Chevelle SS396 4-speed
posi, power steering $2500.00
345-1118.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1217
1983 Chevette - high mileage
(highway). new tires, AM/ FM
Cassette, runs well. 345-6969 or
618-793-2559 ($800).
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12/7
1985 Dodge 600 All electric very
good condition $4,500 . 1976
AMC Hornet good 850.00 3456415.
·1217
=Fo
_r_m_a...,.l--,.
s fo_r_s""'a....,l,_e-.""$"'75-=--to---=$1 00.
Sizes 3 and 5. Call Kelly after
6:30 pm 348-7732.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1217
PREFORMATTED IBM COMPACT . 3.5" HIGH DENSITY
COMPUTER DISKS $1.25 ea.
WHILE THEY LAST. BRAD 2836.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1217

30 "A - - Is Born "

58 Bring into
accord with
reason
64 Farm sight
66 Inn offering
67 Estate
68 London
Magazine
essayist
69 Large handbag
70 Element found
in 6 Across
71 Worktable
72 Novelist Paton
73Appears

33 TV's "The
Young--"
36 Count calories
38 A son of Seth
40Sum up
41 Give
reasonable
form to
44 Coat with a
tin-lead alloy
45 Reporter's
query
46 Spore
47 Busybodies
49 Geraint's wife
51 Sixties org. 6n
campuses
52 Readies, for
short
54Globe
56 Sci-fi saucer

1 Window part
2 Low card
3 Harvest
4 Playwright
Chekhov
5Squanders
&Commanded
7 "Trinity" author
&Enraged
9 Sports jacket
10Article
11 Elusive points
12 Fiber-yielding
plant
13 Author Ayn
21 Arthur Hailey
novel
22 Musical set in
Argentina
21 Rock stars, to
teen-agers
27 Readies for
publication

Person accepting ad _ _ _ _ _Compositor _ _ _ __
no. words/days._ _ _ _ _ _.Amount due:$ _ _ _ __

D Check

D Credit

Check number

20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day
thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first day. 10 cents per word
each consecutive day. 15 word minimum. Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous
or in bad taste.

P.M.
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30

Unsolved
Mysteries
Baseball Playoff
Night Court
National League
Seinfeld
Quantum Leap
News
Tonight
Letterman

News
M•A*S*H
urrent Affair
Hard Copy

Dinosaurs
Wonder Years
Doogie Howser
Sibs
Anything but Love
Good and Evil
News
Love Conn.
Johnny B
Nightline

Bowling

Pool

Murder She,
Wroter
Movie:
Writer's Block

Movie: Red
Canyon

Columbus Age
Of Discovery

News
Mac yver
Triathlon

Night Court
Kojak

Dad's Army
Movie: Black
Narcissus

Equalizer
Movie
,
(

14
17

36
41
44

...... ' ....
. .'
~

~

64

68
71

28 Material from
flax

29 Locale of The
Daily Planet
31 Afresh
32 Author Mazo de
la - 34 Demolished
35 Glides over ice
37 Carreras is one
42AMolokai
denizen

Movie: Smokey
and the Bandit II

Nova
Clan of the
Cave Bear

Movie:

Spenser For:
Hire
Gary Shandling
Molly Dodd

43 Blue-collar
group
48 Peloponnesian
War participant
so Pinter products
53 Bar or toad
follower
55 Proclaim loudly
se Secondhand

39 British gun

L.A. Law

Bodybuilding
SportsCenter

3

47

Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

D Cash

2

DOWN

Under Classification o f : - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Payment:

RECREATIONAL SPORTS wil~ have Intramural BasketbaH
Registration today. Individuals please preregister with av
Student-ID from 2-10 p.m. in SRC Lobby. Play begins Th
Oct. 10 in SAC at 7 p.m.
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP will have Bible St
Fellowship tonight at 7:00 p.m. at the Christian Campus
located South of Lawson Hall. Call 345-6990 for rides or info.
ORDER OF OMEGA will meet tonight at 6:30 p.m. in the
Walkway. Membership selection to take place.
PRSSA will have Group Pictures taken on the South Stai
Coleman today at 5:00 p.m. We will continue meeting in the
land Rm. with a Guest Speaker afterwards.
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA will meet today at 6:00 p.m. in
ingham Rm., University Union.
PHI GAMMA NU PLEDGE CLASS will meet today at 5:30
Rm 29 Lumpkin Hall.
STUDENT SOCIETY FOR ECONOMICS will ha
Speaker/Meeting today at 4:00 p.m. in 211 Coleman.
STUDENT SENATE will meet tOnight at 7:00 p.m. i
Tuscola/Arcola Room, 3rd Floor of Union.
DELTA SIGMA Pl will have a Speaker tonight at 7:30 p
Coleman Auditorium.
HOMECOMING PROMOTIONS will meet tonight at 7:45
the Union Walkway. Please note the time change from 7:
to 7:45 p.m. All organizations participating in Homecoming
to attend!
EASTERN ILLINOIS STUDENTS & COMMUNITY CONC
ABOUT PEACE(E.l.S.C.C.A.P.) will meet today at 6:00 p
107 Blair Hall. We will be choosing a new name; collecting
dues & T-shirt money; finalizing small groups and deter
goals. Please come!! Anyone is welcome.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA will have Group Pictures taken ton'
9:00 p.m. in Coleman Hall. Please be at Coleman at 8:
Please dress up.
WHITE STUDENT UNION has cancelled Wednesday night
ings.
·
ACS will meet today at 6:00 p.m. in Science Building Rm
Yearbook pictures will be taken in Coleman Hall at 7:00 p.
lowing the meeting.
SHEA FASHION MERCHANDISING will meet today at 5:1
in KH 110. Pizza will be served. The manager of Elder
is the speaker.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have Mass tonight
p.m. at the Newman Center.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will be Pomping for the
tonight from 7-9 p.m., tomorrow from 7-9 p.m., and Sat. a
from 2-4 p.m. at the Newman Center Shed(in back of Cent
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have a Creole Class
from 6:30-8:30 p.m. at the Newman Center.

Disney
Wings

Star Trek: The
Next Generation
WKRP
Arsenio

Little House
oft Praire
Hollywood Stunt. Combat
Mom. of Courage
Wildl~e Tales
Burns and Allen
Wildlife
Connecting Rooms

Party Machine

FirePower

'

. . '''

r
~

..

~~~~.~!9 ~
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Sue. Happy B-day. Now you can
party legally. Good luck on your
presentation tomorrow. Froni the
girls of 7G and Jim.
r--:--:-:----,=-::---:--1217
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/9
da Magna 750cc Looks
ns excellent! Must sell
CONGRATULATIONS KERRY
0. Call 581-5477.
MULLINS on getting lavaliered to
.,___---,_ _ _ _ 1217
JASON WEISNER of Pl KAPPA
azda Rx?.· New paint,
ALPHA. Your A-Phi sisters are
happy for yo~.
tires. 104,000 miles.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1-0/9
0. 348-7825.
.
Kelli ·Scales· - Congratulations on
,.,,_._:=-=-,------,-1217
on G-3 bass guitar with
being Jr. Panhellenic Program
chairman! We are very proud of
e. Good condition $275
348-8703.
you! Love, The Alpha Garn
Actives.
1217
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/9
~Y';"-:A7
M:-:A""'H,..,.A--::F=-=z=-- 600
e/blue, quick, low miles,
Alpha Gamma Delta would like to
·congratulate Nil<i Bridell on gets, runs great! Must sell,
ting pinned to Dave Bair of·Sigma
-9129.
1217
Pi! Your Alpha Garn Sisters are
~,o-rs-a-,-le""'$::-:2:-::5:-::-$:-::6-=5-s.,--izes 9very happy for you!
------=--=--~10/9
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/9
Mary at 581-3215.
KDR'S: Get psyched for Big
HAPPY 22ND BIRTHDAY
12/7
Wheels! Be there! O.T.B. Bill.
~65~0~6;:-:5;:-:0:-::0-m-:-i.-::R~u-n-s and
JENNY "FUDS" PUDLO! GOOD
=-=---------10/10
TA-TA'S WILL GET YOU
at. $750.00 348-1983.
Delta Sigma Phi, We had an aweEVERYWHERE IN LIFE, GIRsome time at the function last
--.,---;---;--1217
very nice. Lavender and
RRLLL!
night. Thanks, the_ ladies of
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/9
e. Worn once. Size 8/9.
Sigma Kappa.
348-5541.
TIM ONEAL- I spy! Don't get
10/9
=o=R=D=E=R-O~F-O~M~E~G~A~:~IM~PORcaught red-handed in the stacks.
-.,---..,,.-,----,-::-;,-12/7
swim suit size 10. Ladies
AGAIN! - Your BLONDlE.
TANT MEETING TONIGHT, 6:30
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/9
worn tags are attached
UNION WALKWAY. MEMBERPhi Mccrackin, NAD! Bend over
. Call 581-5758.
SHIP SELECTION TO BE DISBob, Tricky, Mickey - Phone tag!
CUSSED.
------~1217
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/9
You're it! No tag backs.
25' console TV $150.
tz speakers (165 watts) Derek Miller: Thank you. I could _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/9
SIGMA NUs: Good luck tonight!
ir. Realistic DX-440 Allnot have asked for a better formal
Love, the ASTs.
ommunicatiQn receiver
date! Alpha Phi Love, Kirsta.
e. 345-4426 after 10 a.m. - - - - - - - - ' - - - 1 0 / 9
---~-----10/9
RAEANN CUNNINGHAM: Con1217
Sara McDonald of Tri-Sigma,
r.-e-c4::::0o=-=c-;;:O~N;-:VE;:::;R;:o:T;;l,BLE.
gratulations
on being AST ScholYour mommy loves you! Can't
ar of the week!
ndition. $1800 O.B.O.
wait until tonite!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/9
345-9735.
------,----10/9
ANNA, ELIOPOULOS: Congratu1217
LYNN
LOMONACO-I
had
a
great
7e_r_o-:1-=2-=5--::s~c-ooter.
r,-,..d-,-a-A
lations on being AST Active of the
time last night. You are the best
week!
{;()ndition. $600.00 345kid ever! DEL TA ZETA LOVE,
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/9
348-5808.
DIANE.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/9
SUE Bob, Pappy 21st Pirthday.
1217
'"'"M=T-X~S~P_,E~A-K=E=R-BOX
Pelebrate Phis Peekend. Love,
All Sororities and Women of EIU,
Peanne, Podi, and Pimmy.
RS #350. LIKE NEW.
Thanks for your support for our
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/9
581-2917.
service auction. A Special Thanks
1217
to Phi Sigma Sigma, Delta Zeta,' NIKI BRIDELL - CONGRATULA~x-e-rc.,..is_e_m_a_c-:-h.~m-e. All
TIONS for getting pinned to
Alpha Phi for their outstanding
DAVE BAIR of SIGMA Pl! Your
included. 1·year old.
donations. We_also appreciate
. $1100: TV $6'0'." 345: Barb ·Gough, the Delta Zeta mom is so happy for you!! Lo\/e,
Vicki.
House Mom, for sharing in the
fun. Sincerely, the men of Delta
-'---~-----10/9
~--::-:-:-:--::-:---:-12/6
To my #1 Kiddo: MEGAN TARstang GLX 2dr hatchChi.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/9
GONSKI, You are doing an awe3.BL Auto PS-PB cruise
some job pledging! Keep up the
Tape A/C 75,000 Miles.
WENDY,
ANGIE,
AND
good work. And congratulations
condition $3250. 345ROOMIES. THANKS FOR THE
on getting lavaliered to Tony of
HIGH BIDS SUNDAY NIGHT
Sigma CHi!!! Alpha Garn Love &
1217
AND FOR THE SPECIAL SER-l:::lfie_r_a-nd-:-G:::ci,,.-bs_o_n-;:;:Guitar.
Mine, Deana.
VICES WE WERE A'SKED TO
, Good Quality Sound.
PROVIDE. HA! HA! TERRY,
--------~10/9
To the Best Mom ever: NIKI
nd. Check it out. Amp
GREG, CURPHY OF DEL TA
BRIDELL, congrats on getting
Guitar $60.00. 581-5462.
CHI.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/9
PINNED to DAVE · BAIR of
,_..,=--:~~10/9, 10, 11
SIGMA Pl! I'm so happy for you!
Red 5 Sp. Must see. · Thursday at Moms: Tony Bell
Alpha Garn Love & Mine, Deana. ·
-7818 Evenings.
and Kutchie, Live Reggae from
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/9
Jamaica. Drink Specials: $1.50
ATTENTION
STUDENTS:
Coolers; $2.50 Pitchers, $1 .25
INTERESTED IN USHERING
Bottles, $2.00 Cuervo Gold.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/10
FOR CONCERTS? UB CONCERTS IS STILL RECRUITING
Friday at Marlys: The acoustic
FOR FALL AND SPRING USHwo-fold brown leather
sound of Westcott, Epperson and
ERS. IF YOU'RE INTERESTED
t worried about money,
Davis. Music by Jimmy Buffet,
FILL OUT FORM IN RM 201 OF
. CALL 581-2596. NO
Eagles, America, and more.
THE UNIV. UNION.
NS ASKED.
$3.00 pitchers!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/10
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/10
We Pay Cash for Bro)<en gold
jewelry, diamonds, class rings,
gold or silver coins & collection
modern & antique guns. The
Pawn Shop 518 6th On the
Square. 348-1011
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1217
HALLOWEEN
COSTUME
RENTAL! HUge selection - very
reasonable rates. Be Smart!
Reserve early. Call 345-2617.
_ _ _ _ _ _ca10/9, 10, 14
Hey Everyone! Get your teams
ready for BIG WHEELS. Pick up
registration forms at 201 Union or
call 348-8222 or 348-5404.
10/11
'""'NA~N~c=Y~LO~u~1=s=E--~H~A=p=p~y 21 ST
B-DAY!! Hope it's one you'll
remember!· Love, Your Roomies
&Cindi.
'
.

lvin anCI Hobbes
MOI'<\ SA.II) ~'{ . !=f\C.E WOJLD
l=R~Z£ LIKE \\-\IS SOM£
()J\'1, AND \T J\JST DID.

\ '

SIGMA KAPPA Let's get psyched
for homecoming!! The Men of
Sigma Pi.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/9
To The Sig Pi Pledges: Thank
you so much for the beautiful
flower,s! You guys are the greatest!! Love, Kelly.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/9

FUDS: HAPPY 22nd BIRTHDAY!
LOVE, BOATS, ELLE, AND
SHARONA.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/9
Carolyn, your naked Rugby baby
is in "L" and can't wait to meet
your "P's" :RS!<er.

Send
your Sweetie
a

Sweetest
Day, PerSo~al
.
.

'

1n

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1017

HOMECOMING PROMOTIONS
MEETING: Tonite in the Union
Walkway. Time has been changed
to 7:45 p.m. All participating organi- ·
zations must send a rep!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/9
ANDREA KISTLER: Happy Birthday! I told you that you should
read the paper. Be psyched for
tonight. Your oldest friend Angie.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/9
Kasher - Thanks for a great time
at formal and thanks again for the
Roses. A-Phi love, Megan.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/9
Amy K. (B.B.) Giving my all to
you! #22.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/9
Amy Jennings, You did a great
job with Homecoming. ASA Love,
Your roommate.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/9
ALL ASA'S: Meet at the house at
5:45 tonight in Pin Attire for yearbook pictures. Don't be late!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/9
WOODY: You're the best! Thanks
for always being there for me
when I need you. How many
beers do I owe you now?-MCP
P.S. Remember my offer for the
future-I think you'd be styling in
an evening gown!!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _._. _10/9
Congratulations to the CHOPS
football team on your victory. Get
psyched for playoffs.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/9
The men of LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
would like to thank the women of
Alpha Sigma Alpha for a great
barn dance last Friday.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/9
ANDY MEIGHAN: Congratulations on being named IFC New
Member President. Your brothers
of LAMBDA CHI ALPHA are very
proud of you.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/9
Kellie Scales-Your pledge class
is very proud of you for becoming
Jr. Panhellenic Program chairman! We know you'll do a great
job! Love, your Alpha Garn
pledge sisters.

The Daily
Eastern News

'

Deadline is 2 p.m.
Monday, October 1·4

t '-~

,

'

· 1

See page 2
for more information.

_ _ _ __:___ _ _ _ 10/9

To the Men of Sigma Nu-You
guys are awesome for doing such
a great job for your philanthropy!
Thanks for giving us the opportunity to participate! Love, The
Ladies of Alpha Gamma Delta
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/9

by

Bill Watterson
B\ll DJNT

r

W~R'i,

WON'T Sl'CJIL
D\l'lNE.R . SEE?

E\..E.1'1-11\NT

M~N !

'SELL SHORT
SAVE LONG'
It's the 1 for $1 deal!
The Daily Eastern News
will run your
·CLASSIFIED AD
for 1 ,day for $1 *
· •10 words ONE DAY is $1.00
*THE 1 FOR $1 IS AVAILABLE TO ANY NON-COMMERCIAL INDIVIDUAL WHO WISHES TO SELL AN ITEMS OR ITEMS (MAX. OF 3
ITEMS). ALL ITEMS MUST BE PRICED .

Name: __________________
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Phone: _ _ ___;,....:..___
Dates.to run - - - - - - - - - - - - ' -

Message:

(one word per line)

''..?

·Under Classification of: FOR SALE Person accepting ad _ _ __
Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _Compositor _ _ __
No. words/days. _ _ _ _ _ _--'Amount due;$ _ _ _ __

•

Wednesday, October 9, 1991

10

Boston gives Morgan the ax
BOSTON (AP) - While other manager's jobs replaced John McNamara on July 14, 1988, with the
were in danger, most people thought Boston's Joe team 9 { games out of first. Boston rallied to win the
Morgan was safe. Now he's out, too.
division, but were swept by Oakland in the AL playIn a surprising move, the Red Sox fired Morgan offs.
on Tuesday and replaced him with former Boston
The Red Sox slipped to third with an 83-79
third baseman Butch Hobson.
-record in 1989, then won the division in 1990 at 88"Butch is highly thought of throughout baseball 74 only to be swept by Oaklaad again.
and we just felt that he's the man for us," Red Sox
Boston was 301-262 under Morgan, the eighth
general manager Lou Gorman said. "Everyone looks Red Sox manager to win 300 games. He has one
for scapegoats, but we 're not blaming Joe Morgan year remaining on his contract at approximately
for not winning." Morgan led Boston to AL East $375,000 and was offered a job as special assistant
titles in 1988 and 1990, but failed to come through for major league scouting.
this year. The Red Sox dropped 11 { games out on
Morgan said he went to Fenway Park to discuss
Aug. 7, then closed within a half-game of division- the future of his five coaches and instead was told
leading Toronto on Sept. 21. But Boston lost 11 of he had been fired.
its last 14 and finished seven games back, in a sec"Sure, I was surprised," Morgan said, adding that
ond-place tie with Detroit at 84-78.
he thinks he has done a good job.
"Joe took the news like the pro he is," Gorman
Then he reiterated what he said last weekend
said. "He understands. He just said, 'That's your when asked whether the Red Sox would allow him
decision to make.' Joe did an excellent job, but if to keep all five coaches.
we didn't make the move, we would have risked
"They pay the bills, they do what they want and
losing Butch." Morgan, who will be 61 on Nov. 16, that's the way it should be," he said.

NEED EXTRA MONEY?
National Marketing
Company Needs People
With Good Phone Voices.
Earn $5 per hour
Guaranteed PLUS
Bonuses
To Apply call
348-5250 EOE

start is the school's best since
1972 and the Redbird defense
has limited the opposition to
single point totals in three of
five games.
PANTHER RUNNINGBACK JAMIE JONES ranks
in the Division I-AA top 10 in
two categories. Jones, a senior
tailback, is fifth in all-purpose
running with 169 yards per
game and is eighth in rushing
with 123.6 yards per game.
Sophomore quarterback Jeff

Thorne dropped to fourth in the
nation in passing efficiency with
a 169.4 rating average after a 16
for 32 performance against
Western Illinois.
WESTERN KENTUCKY,
which will join the Gateway
Conference in 1992, lost to
Middle Tennessee State 23-21.
The Hilltoppers travel to thirdranked Eastern Kentucky this
weekend.

Kramer & Co. and his Laser Light Show

..,

D.J. Kevin Kramer playing

i

Alternative Rock

i

I

1.00 Jumbo Drafts, Tome Collins, Screw Drivers &Vodka So
Sat. Oct. 12th Chicago's Poor Boys
~~;.._.~~~~~~~

Think Early
Put your Halloween
Costume Together
atthe

llk-Nu
SHOP

Mother's
BUCK NITE!

$1

HalrBenders
1/2 Price Cut Specials

~
,,~

1st Time Clients
expires Oct. 21 w\ coupon

West Rt 316
(Past The Fairgrounds)

Store Hours Flexible
Call First 345-2221

345-6363

Eastern Illinois University Theatre
presents

ltt Whilt Amuita
featuring & benefiting the Unity Gospel Choir
by Martin B. Duberman

8 p.m. October 9, 10, 11, 12, 16, 17, 18, 19
2 p.m. October 13, 20
on the Mainstage -- Doudna Fine Arts Center
$6 Adults, $5 Senior Citizen & Youth, $3 EIU Students
Phone 581-3110 for ticket info. & reservations
Mon.-Fri. 1-5 p.m. and one hour before performances.

610 W. Lincoln

~
~

$1
Drinks

25¢ Pizza Slices _

"Tony Bell &.. Kutchie"
··

24 points in nine games, which ranks him second in
*Continued from page 12
Senior Herb Heaton returns as Western's leading scor- the nation and in the Midwest, behind Brian Kamler of
er from a year ago, when he scored eight goals and Creighton, who has 32 points in 12 games.
Hollimon said that he does not believe it will be
assisted on two others. But much of the
Leatherneck's scoring this year has come from sopho- hard for Eastern to bounce back from the loss at
·
more Owen Raisborough and senior forward Don Illinois State.
"It
won't
be
much
of
a
problem,"
Hollimon
said.
Moscato.
MacKenzie said that coming up with a victory over "We went down to ISU and the loss put a big monkey
this Panther squad would be a step up for his · wrench on our season. So we just have to go out and
win as many games as possible, so that at least we can
Leathemcecks.
be
happy with ourselves."
"Obviously, we'd like to beat them," MacKenzie
Freshman Paul Agyeman is right behind Hollimon
said. ''They are a conference game for us, but they are
:ilso like a sister school to us. So it is one game on our in scoring. The forward from Edmonton, Alberta,
Canada has 19 points with eight goals and three
schedule that we would like to win."
.
Eastern will head into the contest with Western try- assists.
Mosnia said that Western has been playing well this
ing to improve on its 6-3 record. A victory would keep
the Panthers ahead in the Mid-Con with a 3-0 confer- season and will pose a big test for his Panther squad.
''They are doing quite well, as far as playing goes,"
~nce mark.
Mosnia
said. ''They just lost to Northern (Illinois) 4-2,
Senior LeBaron Hollimon, who was just selected as
the Mid-Con Athlete of the Month for September, but they scored two goals against Northern's stingy
leads the Panthers, and the Mid-Con in scoring. He has defense. We (Eastern) are not as big as Northern is, so
it is going to be a tough game for us."

Sell Unwanted I
With A n ·aily
Eastern News
Classified!

i ll!!&R CE ~I~~~
i

-Compiled by Don O'Brien.

Soccer

LESS STRES
Don't let cash probl
Get You Dow

! ............................................................... .......

Gateway
·continuedfrompage 12
seven solos, and two sacks and
Tim Mosley tied a conference
record with three touchdown
receptions (three, 67, and 36
yards) in the purple Panthers'
56-6 non-conference -win over
Morgan State.
• WESTERN ILLINOIS'
KEN McMILLAN had 17 tack- ·
les .and Kevin Hart ran for l 07
yards in the Leathernecks' 1615 win over Eastern.
ILLINOIS STATE'S 4-1

The Dally Eastern N

Lots of Specials

As Seen on
Caroli"ne
Comedy Hour.

DAN
WILSO
in the
Rathskellar
at 8:00 p.m.
Wed. Oct. 9
for $1 w/student l.D.

Spaghetti Specia
Every Wednesda
4 'til 9 p.m.
$1.99 FULL ORDE
WITH GARLIC BRE
1600 LINCOLN AVE.

345-3400
SORRY NO CARRYOUT

ALTERNATIVE ROCK
NITE ! !
$150 Zombies
50¢ Drafts
$1 l l Long Island Iced Tea
$250 Pitchers
.
Open 9 to 1
348-8387

tt
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nver signs Mutombo Panther golf
$12 -million contract te·am finishes
NVER (AP) - Dikembe
bo, the fourth player taken
NBA draft, signed a conrtedly worth $12 million
ve years with the Denver
on Tuesday.
7-foot-2 Mutombo agreed
on Monday, and the conas signed Tuesday on the
a car in a parking lot outU.S. Air Force Academy
use in Colorado Springs.
bo then went to practice,
started 15 minutes after the

in time -to still gain a great deal
from the pre-season," Nuggets
general
manager
Bernie
Bickerstaff said.
"We 're obviously pleased to
have this over with since
Dikembe·will be a focal point of
the team." The Nuggets' 20-62
record was the worst in the NBA
last season, and Mutombo is
expected to step in immediately
as the starting center.
Mutombo, Georgetown's
career leader in field goal percentage at 64.4 percent, led the
team in scoring with 15.2 points a
game, but it was on the defensive
end of the floor that he built his
reputation. He was fourth in the
nation in blocked shots with 151
and sixth in rebounding with a
12.2 average.

gave a big sigh of relief
Dikembe walked through
r," coach Paul Westhead
· embe obviously figures
ently into our long-range
and we are glad to have him
'ng camp with our coaches

oman accuses Mets'
cher Cone of rape
ADELPHIA (AP) - An Mets spokesman Jay Horwitz
· 1ed New Jersey woman confirmed that club officials were
New York Mets pitcher aware the allegations concerned
Cone raped her in a hotel, Cone.
'ce said Tuesday they have
"David Cone is a fine young
ined there was a crime. man, a fine pitcher," New York
woman claimed the attack general manager Al Harazin said.
ed Saturday, the night "We hope this case is quickly
Cone tied the NL strikeout cleared up and that he's exoneratwith 19 against the ed." Cone also was defended by
his agent, Stephen Fehr.
lphia Phillies.
ice spokesman Edward
"David did nothing wrong and
said the allegation was I believe that very strongly," Fehr
investigation and that no said. "We have retained counsel
"to work in Philadelphia to assist
had been filed.
s still not being called a with the matter. Beyond that, I
., he said. "We can't talk think it would be inappropriate to
charges because we don't comment at this time, except to
at there is a crime yet. " state that the publicity which the
would not identify the matter has received is unfortu's alleged assailant, but nate."

LowenbraO
Draft Night

11th at ISU

Eastern 's golf squad fell upon
hard times once again this ·
week, finishing 11th in a field
of 12 at the Illinois State
Invitational.
The Panthers' three-round
total of 979 was good enough to
better Creighton, which finished
last at 1,072. The Western
Illinois Leathernecks won the
event with a team score of 897.
Western was led by Dusti
Watson, who carded a 216,
carding a 72 each day.
The host Redbirds of Illinois
State finished second· with a
total of 907. Illinois State's
Tom Sipula won the individual
medalist honors by recording a
214. He came through with a
first-round 69, followed by
rounds of 73 and 72.
Eastern head coach Paul
Lueken said he expected a very
competitive tournament.
"We knew going in that it
was going to be a tough field,"
he said. "After the first round
we were within a stroke of the
middle of the pack. We had a
tough time playing in the conditions. I'm not disgusted or
upset, but we just need to keep
playing."
Northern Illinois was third
followed by Wright State,
Southern Illinois, !SU-white,
Lincoln JC, Drake, Bradley
Wisconsin-Green Bay and
Eastern and Creighton rounded
out the field.
Eastern scores included Craig
Cassata and Tom Rank (243),
Brad Schwartzwalder (244),
Tom Felton (254) and Tom
Morrison (264).
-Staff report

50¢ Drafts

JERRY'S PIZZA

& PuB .
345-2844

Corner of 4th & Lincoln

RESTAURANT & CATERING

ISN'T IT TIME YOU TRIED
THE BEST FOOD IN TOWN?
409 71h STREET

345-7427

Studio 3

1113 Lincoln
Tues. & Thurs.
Wed. & Fri.
Sat.

345-4269

Cf>

9 a.m. ~ 7 p.m.
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
8 a.m. - 2 p.m.

~

L.,,-~~Wl=o=lll~e-n_'_s_H_a_ir_c~u=t-$_1_0_._o_o~~~qp
Men's Haircut $8.50
f\·. ·
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Rock-n-Roll Show
$1 Draft or Mixers

:

1

:

LA~~i!s!:'~ ~ J.8.:.1~ ~~~!:.o_!2)J

'1

"OPEN DJ NIGHT"
Every 10th person through the door can
guest D.J. &. spin their own tunes.
Corne sign our wall at Chi's&.
let your name live forever at
Eastern's newest bar.

Longnecks

300 pitchers

LIMERICK CONTEST
Bring your own limericks, pet peeves &. jokes.
The best will win a prize.

NO COVER
COME &. LET OFF SOME STEAM
<l

C>

IE
T
!lo

OU HEAR

MY DEGREE GOT ME THE 1mmnv.
ARMY ROTC GOT ME THE JOB.
Things got pretty competitive for this job. I'm 111re
my college degree and good grades kept me in the
lllJUling. But in the end It wu the leadership and
~experience I got through Army ROTC
that WOii them over.

YOU READ IT

'S TIME
BELIEVE IT.
YOU BUY IT AND TRY IT
D IT'S "l'M ON A DIET".
E DIET WORKS GREAT

You can begin to develop impl9Uive leadership
lldlla with U\ Army ROTC elective. Register now
without obligation.

i

T THE FOOD AINT FIRST RAT~

YOU LOOK FOR A PLACE TO DEFY IT,.

T WHY TAKE THE CHANCE,
WIDENING YOUR PANTS

ARMIROTC

EN MY TURKEY AND TUNA ARE DIETf

TIE SllllTEST cou.m
COIJISI 'fGU CU TUE.

IMMY JOHN'S

Find Out More
Contact Captain Vance Chartier
Kiehm Hall, Room 308 or Call 581-5944

OURMET SUBS

E'LL BRING 'EM TO YA"

45·1075
.
Copyright 1986 Jimmy Johns Inc.
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Soccer squad
hosts WIU
at Lakeside

Hollimon· is Mid-Co
Athlete of the Mont

By KEN RYAN
Staff writer

The Eastern soccer team will
look to rebound from a d!sappointing, last minute 3-2 loss to
Illinois State on Sunday, when
Mid-Continent Conference play
resumes Wednesday.
The Panthers will host the
Leathernecks of Western Illinois
in a 4 p.m. contest at Lakeside
Field. Eastern lost to ISU on
Sunday when the Redbirds
played with a one-man advantage
for the final 13 minutes of the
game. They scored two goals in
the final seven minutes, the final
one coming wi.th one minute·
remaining to erase a 2-1 Panther
lead.
Eastern head coach Cizo
Mosnia said that it was a tough
loss for Eastern to handle.
"There was a letdown at the
end of the game because of how
we lost it," Mosnia said. "The
guys took it hard, but I think we
will bounce back."
Eastern is not the only school
coming off a tough loss though.
Western Illinois has dropped its
last
two
games.
The
Leathernecks came up on the
short end of 4-2 scores against
Northern Illinois and WisconsinGreen Bay.
The two defeats leave the ,
Leathernecks 11t 3-6 for the season, including an 0-2 record in
the Mid-Con. Leatherneck head
coach John MacKenzie, in his
' 24th year as head coach, said that

DAN KOONCE/Photo editor
Eastern forward Paul Agyeman heads the ball upfield during practice
Tuesday at Lakeside Field.
his team is not far from being a score.
competitive team in the Mid"We are coming off of 4-2
Con.
losses to Northern and
"I've been pleased with every Wisconsin-Green Bay. We also
aspect of the game, except scor- played Eastern evenly earlier this
ing 'goals," MacKenzie said. "I year in the Governor's Cup. The
think that we have played well only difference was that they
against every opponent this year, scored on a penalty shot."
but w~ just have not been able to
*Continued on page JO

·Crying Wolf
Former Eastern star Taylor gets shot with Minnesota
By R.J. GERBER
Sports editor

Former Eastern basketball standout Jay Taylor
is hoping that a third shot at making an NBA roster will be a charm.
The Panthers' all-time leading scorer signed a
two-year contract with the Minnesota
Timberwolves last summer, but the deal was not a
guaranteed one, which means Taylor will be battling for a spot on the Timberwolves roster w}th at
·
least five other guards.
The Timbenyolves, who came into the. league
three_ seasons ago, started training camp last
Friday, but Taylor said be. reported about two
weeks. before that. Minnesota is the third team
which has given. Taylor, the 1989 Association of
Mid-Continent Universities' Player of the Year, a
shot at the NBA. The 6-3 guard from Aurora'Was
signed by the New Jersey Nets and Milwaukee
Bucks, but was later cut by both organizations.
Taylor said he thinks he knows what it takes to
play in the big time, but he is keeping ,,things in
perspective. , .
"I still have to make it. It's not guaranteed,"
said Taylor, who holds the AMCU record for most
points in a game with 47. 'Tm not doing anything
differently. You've just got to wait your turn. I've
just got to stick-with it."
TayJor will have to beat out some stiff competition if he hopes to earn a spot on the 12-man
Timberwolves roster. Besides Jerome "Pooh"
· Richardson, who started at the point last season,
Taylor is up against Doug West, a Villanova prod-

uct, Jim Farmer from Alabama, Scott Brooks from
California-Irvine and the Wolves' second-round
draft choice from this season - Slippery Rock's
Myron Brown.
With former Boston Celtic head coach Jimmy
Rodgers taking the same position with Minnesota,
· Taylor said things could be in his favor because
everyone is getting a firstJook from Rodgers, who
replaced BiffMusselman after last season.
"The situation in front of me looks good. That's
what I'm thinking," said Taylor.
One person who expects Taylor to make a run
for a spot with Minnesota is first-year scout Walt
Perrin.
"First and foremost 'he's an excellent shooter
and that helps him tremendously," . said Perrin
'from Timberwolves' headquarters in Minneapolis.
"He also 'has good quickness and flexibility and
great athleticism. He's just now learning to play
point guard, it takes time. He's picking that up."
Perrin said Taylor is trying to earn the back-up
point guard position, one that he played sparingly
while at Eastern. Taylor played mostly the No. 2
guard spot for Panther ,head coach Rick Samuels.
"Jay was tqe only guy that we invited back
from our summer camp that wasn't already with
the team," said Perrin. "He's got the ability to
play_two positions and that helps his situation.
With the new coach in Jimmy Rodgers, everybody
is starting on the same page."
Taylor has played for several other professional
teams including the Wichita Falls, Texans and
Grand Rapids Hoops of the Continental basketball
Association.

Eastern senior forward
LeBaron Hollimon has picked
up another award to add to his
already impressive list of
accomplishments this season, as
he was selected as the MidContirient Athlete of the Month
for September.
Hollimon, from Wichita,
Kan., has already been named
the Mid-Con Player of the Week
and has been drafted by Tulsa of
the National Professional Se>ccer
League.
"It's just as much a surprise to
me as it is to everybody else,"
Hollimon said. "It is not something that I expect to get."
Hollimon, Eastern 's co,-captain for the second straight season, has ·already scored 24
points on the season, scoring
nine goals and assisting on six
others in just nine games.
He was second in the nation
and second in the Midwest
Region with his 24 points, trailing only Brian Kamler from
-Creighton University, who has
13 goals and six assists in 12
games.
Hollimon was selected as the
Mid-Con Player of the Week
Sept. 23 when he scored two
goals against Loyola of Chicago,
and added one goal and an assist
against Sangamon State and one
goal against Western Illinois.
He has been a four-year
starter for the Panthers and now
has 22 goals and 17 assists during his time at Eastern. Despite
all of these achievements, both

Hollimon and head coach
Mosnia believe that Easte
leading 'scorer can get better.
"I have plenty of room
improvement," Hollimon s
"People recognize you as a
player, but I am the only
that knows that I can be be
realize that I have a long wa
go. The day I say that I b
nothing more to accomplish
player is the day it will be
because I will have nothin
work towards."
Mosnia said that Holli
still has ~is down days as a p
er.
"He's a good player," Mo
said. "I think he needs·
become a little more men
strong; because he still has
days, but he has done a g
job."

Gateway Footbal
Three Gateway Conference
teams remain in the NCAA 1AA top 20, compiled by The
Associated Press this week.
· Northern Iowa moved up to
· seventh, Southwest Missouri
State rose to 15th and Southern
Illinois, which was defeated by
Southwest Missouri over the
weekend, dropped to 20th.
IN THE SPORTS NETWORK POLL, Northern Iowa is s·
Southwest Missouri State is 13th, Southern Illinois is 22nd,
Western Illinois and Illinois State are tied for 26th.
THE GATEWAY is 18-6-2 against non-league opponents this
In those games the Gateway teams have outscored those non-I
teams 779-417. In non-league home games the conference is l
outscoring the opposition 526-147.
THE SOUTHWEST MISSOURI STATE BEARS claimed
offensive and defensive players of the week. Senior quarterback
Carney led the Bears to a 17-13 upset victory over the previously
· ranked Southern Illinois Salukis. Camey threw for 36 yards an
over 100 yards of total offense, while scoring both of South
· Missouri State's touchdowns. On defense, the Bears' sophomore
nerback Adrion Smith picked off a pair of Southern passes at c ·
points of the game that came deep in Bear territory to prevent S
scores.
Other outstanding performances from around the league;
• EASTERN'S JEFF MILES had 13 tackles, broke up a pass,.
cepted a pass and blocked a field goal attempt, while teammate
Settles had 18 tackles against Western Illinois.
• ILLINOIS STATE'S TONY JONES had six tackles and a
quarterback sacks, while Cameron Bair hit both of his field
attempts, including the game winner with :02 remaining in
Redbirds' 6-3 victory over Indiana State.
• INDIANA STATE'S ERIC CHRISTENSEN had 19 tackles
of which were solo, .recovered a fumble and broke up a pass,
Derrick Franklin rushed for 150 yards on 34 carries.
•NORTHERN IOWA'S WILLIAM FREENEY had 10 tackles,
·continued on page 10

